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ABSTRACT In this new method for studying the shape recovery of deformed red blood cells, three optical traps ("optical
tweezers") induce a parachute-shaped red cell deformation, which is comparable to the deformation in small capillaries. The
shape recovery is recorded, and a relaxation time is obtained for each individual red blood cell. The sensitivity of this
technique for the detection of differences in relaxation times is demonstrated on subpopulations of density-separated red
blood cells: "young" cells have shorter (162 ms) and "old" cells have longer (353 ms) relaxation times compared with the total
population (271 ms). The relaxation time is remarkably shorter (1 14 ms) when the plasma surrounding the cells is replaced by
a phosphate-buffered saline solution. The main advantages of this technique are the relatively short measuring and
preparation time and the physiological type of deformation and shape recovery in which all relevant cell properties play a role.
Therefore, especially when automated further, the technique may be a powerful tool for the study of (sub)populations of
pathological red blood cells.
INTRODUCTION
An important factor regulating blood rheology is the de-
formability of the red blood cells (Weed, 1970; Chien,
1981; Chien, 1987). Red cell deformability is the combined
result of several mechanical and geometrical properties of
the red blood cells. Extrinsic factors such as internal vis-
cosity and surface area-to-volume ratio of the cells, as well
as membrane elasticity and viscosity, are determinants of
the overall deformability of the red blood cells. A physio-
logically important aspect of red cell deformability is the
ability of cells to change shape because it determines
whether or not a cell can enter or pass through the small
vessels of the microcirculation.
The technique that at present compares best with the
physiological situation is red cell filtration (e.g. Teitel,
1977; Leblond and Coulombe, 1979; Koutsouris et al.,
1988; Seiffge, 1988) where the ability of cells to enter and
pass through narrow pores is measured. This technique is
useful when looking at the overall filterability of the pop-
ulation. Information on individual cells in terms of deform-
ability is difficult to obtain and interpret because every cell
enters the pores differently, which means that the shape
change differs for each cell.
Other methods for studying the ability of red blood cells
to change shape record the shape recovery process (relax-
ation) of the cells after the removal of a defined and stan-
dardized deformation. The two techniques presently used
for the measurement of shape recovery are the micropipette
(Evans, 1989; Linderkamp and Meiselman, 1982; Nash and
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Meiselman, 1983) and the rheoscope (Sutera et al., 1985;
Williamson et al., 1985). In the micropipette technique, the
deformation is applied by partly aspirating part(s) of the cell
into one or two pipettes. In rheoscopy, cells are ellipsoidally
deformed in a linear shear flow. In both techniques the cells
are observed microscopically. In these techniques, the shape
recovery is determined mainly by membrane viscosity and
elasticity (Linderkamp and Meiselman, 1982; Hochmuth
et al., 1979; Fischer, 1980).
In the present work we present a new technique to study
shape recovery of red blood cells. Red blood cells are
deformed using multiple optical traps. The noncontact mi-
cromanipulator utilizing an optical trap, also called an "op-
tical tweezer," was first demonstrated by Ashkin and
Dziedzic (1987) and is an alternative to techniques using
needles or micropipettes. It is becoming an important tech-
nique in the biomedical and biological sciences, and it has
various applications (see overview given by Block, 1992).
One such application is the measurement of the elastic
properties of the isolated red blood cell skeleton (Svoboda
et al., 1992).
Recently, Visscher et al. (1993) presented a method to
create several optical traps. When these traps are positioned
on different parts of a particle, it is possible to exert forces
on the particle by moving the relative positions of the traps.
We used three such traps to deform red blood cells into a
parachute shape, which can be compared with the type of
deformation found in small capillaries (Gaehtgens et al.,
1980). When the traps are removed instantaneously, the cell
relaxes back to its original shape. This shape recovery
is recorded on video from which the relaxation time is
obtained.
We carefully assessed the possible changes in the red
blood cells induced by the optical trapping laser beam. On
the basis of these experiments, we chose a measurement
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protocol in which possible effects of the laser beam are
negligible.
In order to show the usefulness and sensitivity of the
technique, density-separated subpopulations are used. The
measured relaxation times are compared with micropipette
studies performed by Linderkamp and Meiselman (1982)
and with rheoscopic experiments performed by Sutera et al.
(1985). Because both groups performed their experiments in
buffer and because we wished to interpret our results
in plasma in comparison with theirs in buffer, we also did an
experiment in buffer to see whether plasma and buffer give
rise to differences in relaxation times.
MEASUREMENT OF SHAPE RECOVERY OF
RED BLOOD CELLS
Optical trapping principle
The focal spot of a sharply focused laser beam forms the tip
of the "tweezer" and is called an optical trap. An object
illuminated by such a focused laser beam experiences a
scattering force based on radiation pressure that pushes it
forward into the direction of the energy flux. In addition, a
so-called gradient force is exerted on the particle. For par-
ticles with a diffractive index larger than the surrounding
medium, the direction of this gradient force is toward re-
gions with a higher intensity (Ashkin et al., 1986; Gordon,
1973). In regions close to the focal point of the laser beam,
where the two forces have opposite signs and cancel each
other, particles are trapped at a stationary three-dimensional
position (Ashkin et al., 1986; Visscher and Brakenhoff,
1992a,b). By displacing the focal position of the laser beam
in space, the trapped particle can be moved around. Particles
with no spherical optical symmetry exhibit a self-orientation
when they are in a trap. This phenomenon has also been
observed for red blood cells (Ashkin, 1991).
Optical trapping instrumentation
The optical trapping instrumentation with multiple optical
traps has been described in detail by Visscher et al. (1993).
The most essential part of the experimental setup is depicted
in Fig. 1. The condenser of an inverted microscope (Olym-
pus IMT-2, Olympus Optical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) has
been replaced by a dichroic mirror and a plan objective
(10OX, N.A. = 1.2 Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), through which an
Nd:YAG laser beam (wavelength 1064 nm; Spectron Laser
Systems, Warwickshire, UK) is applied. Multiple traps are
created by scanning one single beam trap along a variable
number of positions in the horizontal plane, which is con-
trolled interactively by a UNIX workstation (Hewlett Pack-
ard model 725/50) coupled to a VME instrumentation bus.
This instrumentation bus controls the positions of two per-
pendicular scanning mirrors, which determine the position
of the laser beam in the horizontal plane. Between the
desired trap positions, the laser beam is blocked using an
Acoustic-Optic Modulator (AOM, IntraAction Corp. Bell-
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the essential part of the experi-
mental setup. The dilute suspension of red blood cells in plasma is located
between two glass coverslips. The optical trapping laser beam is coupled
into the trap objective (top), and the focal point is located between the two
coverslips. The imaging is done by the bottom objective using phase
contrast microscopy.
wood, IL). The red blood cells are moved relative to the
traps by moving the microscope stage in the horizontal
plane. Microscopic imaging is done with a 10OX phase
contrast, oil immersion objective (N.A. = 1.3 Leitz,
Wetzar, Germany) using a videocamera (25 Hz CCD
camera FA 85 I, Grundig Electronic, Furth, Germany). A
magnification lens of 6.7x and an infrared blocking filter
are placed in the light path, the latter to prevent overex-
posure of the camera by the infrared laser light used for
trapping.
The suspension of red blood cells is located between two
glass coverslips (20-30 ,um in between) between the two
objectives. The sample is sealed by nail polish to avoid
convection during the experiment.
Measuring principle
Because a red blood cell is relatively large compared with
the dimension of the beam waist of the optical trap, it can be
trapped at several locations simultaneously. Red blood cells
always orient parallel to the direction of the laser beam in a
single optical trap as a result of the direction of the laser
beam waist in combination with the nonspherical symmetry
of the cells. We use three traps at standardized locations and
two different configurations. First, a cell is lifted from the
bottom with the traps in the configuration depicted in Fig. 2
A and is in the focus of the imaging objective when stable
in the trap. During the lifting process, the cell orients
vertically along the optical axis. Then, the middle spot is
moved to the left at a standardized low speed, which de-
forms the cell into a parachute shape (see Fig. 2 B). When
the configuration of Fig. 2 B is reached, the laser is turned
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FIGURE 2 Three traps are used to deform the red blood cell, as is
viewed along the optical axis (z-axis). (A) Start configuration: the red
blood cell orients vertically in the traps and is in focus of the imaging
objective when the cell is stable in the trap. (B) The cell is deformed
into a parachute shape by moving the middle spot to the left at a
standardized low speed.
off and the cell relaxes to its original shape while remaining
vertically oriented. This shape recovery is recorded on
video.
The manipulation and location of the spots is standard-
ized and is computer controlled. Because dilatation of the
red cell is impossible without damaging the membrane, care
was taken in choosing the standard locations of the spots.
This means in practice that we chose the outer spot locations
not too far apart so that all individual cells within a popu-
lation could be deformed sufficiently.
The frequency at which the laser beam is scanned along
the three trap positions is 50 Hz, which was found to be
appropriate for the red blood cells. In all experiments, the
power of the optical trapping laser beam, as measured at the
entrance of the trapping objective, was -220 mW. With this
power, the deforming force was just sufficient to deform all
individual cells within a population. An example of a re-
laxation is shown in Fig. 3.
The preparation time can be very short as the only prep-
aration needed before an experiment is to seal the sample
between the two coverslips. The time per measurement can
be short too: the microscope stage is moved until a new cell
is found (which can be done very quickly). The traps are
then turned on, and the cell is lifted from the bottom. The
deformation and relaxation process can be performed within
a few seconds. In this way, 50 or more cells per hour can be
measured.
FIGURE 3 An example of a relaxation of a red blood cell. The time between frames is 40 ms.
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Off-line analysis of the deformation
The analysis is done from videotape using a video recorder
with a frame by frame viewing option (25 Hz refresh rate).
The frames containing the relaxing cell are digitized using a
frame grabber, resulting in a combined image such as Fig. 3.
Subsequently, the angle a between the two sides of the cell
is measured per frame. For this purpose, software was
developed using line-shaped cursors that can be moved and
rotated within the image. This enables us to measure the
angle accurately. The sides are usually the most visible part
of the cells, and the angle changes over a large range during
the relaxation. Fig. 4 shows an example of a measurement
of the angle a versus time.
a(t) = (180 - a(0))(1 - exp(-t/T)) + a(0) (1)
An exponential curve (1) is fitted through the data points
from which the relaxation time tj/2 = T X ln(2) and a fit
error are obtained.
During the relaxation the dimple returns, making it more
difficult to measure the angle accurately. Because this usu-
ally results in a systematic error, we use only the initial
relaxation by omitting from the fit procedure the points with
angles larger than ,-150°. In the fit procedure the data are
linearized first and a(0) and T are calculated using linear
regression.
RED BLOOD CELL PREPARATIONS
Blood was drawn from a healthy donor and anticoagulated
with citrate (1:10 v/v 110 mM trisodium citrate). Plasma
from the same donor, obtained by centrifuging at 1000 X g
for 15 min, was filtered using a 0.2 ,um Minisart NML SM
16534 K (Sartorius Ltd., Epsom, UK) to remove small
particles, especially platelets, which can also be caught in
the traps and may disturb the measurement.
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FIGURE 4 The deformation angle a versus time together with a fitted
exponential curve. The relaxation time t½. is defined as the time needed to
The measurements were carried out in native plasma or in
a buffer solution at a hematocrit of 0.4%. The buffer that
was used contained 90% phosphate-buffered saline (10 mM
sodium phosphate and 145 mM NaCl, pH = 7.4) containing
1 g/l bovine serum albumin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and
10% native plasma; 0.4 wt % polyvinylpyrrolidone (P.V.P.
360000, Sigma) was added to increase the medium viscos-
ity. The experiments were started directly after the cells
were added to the medium. The density separation of red
blood cells was performed using the "percoll" method de-
scribed by Rennie et al. (1979). We used percoll concen-
trations of 80%, 72%, 65%, 59%, and 40%. A suspension of
washed packed cells was added on top of this stack, and the
whole tube was centrifuged for 15 min at 1030 X g at room
temperature. In the experiment shown in this paper, the 40%
and 59% fractions contained hardly any cells. Therefore, the
65% fraction was used as the top fraction because it con-
tained the bulk of the least dense cells of the population. The
bulk of the most dense cells was on top of the boundary
layer of the 72% and 80% fraction, which was therefore
chosen as the bottom fraction. The fractions were washed
twice in phosphate-buffered saline solution to remove the
percoll, and the cells were suspended in the native plasma.
The mean cell volumes were measured on a Sysmex counter
(TOA Medical Electronics, Kobe, Japan).
EXPERIMENTS
Control experiments
To ensure that the measurement procedure, in particular the
exposure of the cells to the optical trapping laser beam, did
not harm the cells or affect the measured tl/½, several control
experiments were performed. First we measured how long
cells can be kept in the traps before they are damaged. We
found that the cells can be kept in the traps for at least 1 min
before morphological changes occur and the cell cannot be
deformed anymore. The cells lose their biconcave shape and
become spherical, and their membrane loses its smooth
outlook. These morphological changes are likely to be
caused by excessive heating by the laser light.
Secondly we checked to determine whether a measure-
ment affects the measured t½/ by repeated deformation and
relaxation of the same cell, both in plasma and in buffer.
The cells were kept in the traps for as short a period of time
as possible (a few seconds). After 15 to 20 relaxations, the
cells showed the drastic morphological changes mentioned
before. The total time in the trap is then comparable to the
time a cell can be trapped continuously before the morpho-
logical changes occur. There was no change in morphology
up to five to eight times, but after these five to eight times
the dimple often did not return at the left side. However, this
small morphologic change did not affect the measured t/2 as
there was no correlation between the relaxation time and the
relaxation number. Fig. 5 shows the results for one cell.
With these results in mind, we standardized the measure-
ment in order to reduce the time needed for one relaxation
1 669Bronkhorst et al.
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FIGURE 5 An example of a repeated relaxation (1-8) of one cell show-
ing no significant change in the tv2. Relaxation 5 was omitted because the
cell was not properly in focus during the shape recovery and therefore
could not be analyzed. The error bars represent the fit error.
as much as possible. A cell was never deformed more than
once, and the time that the cell was kept in the trap was
minimized. Usually, a cell was in the trap for 2-5 s before
the deformation, and if it was in for more than 10 s we
excluded it from the measurements.
Density-separated red blood cells
It has been demonstrated (e.g., Linderkamp and Meiselman,
1982; Sutera et al. 1985) that red cell deformability is
different between the most dense ("old") and the least dense
("young") cells of a normal population. With these results in
mind, we chose to demonstrate the sensitivity of the tech-
nique on density-separated subpopulations.
As expected we found differences in relaxation times
between the density-separated fractions: cells of the bottom
fraction (dense cells) have longer relaxation times (353 ms)
and cells of the top fraction (least dense cells) have shorter
relaxation times (162 ms) than those of the total fraction
(271 ms), as is depicted in Fig. 6.
When the results per fraction are depicted in a frequency
distribution (Fig. 7), we see that there are enormous varia-
tions in the relaxation time. Notably the bottom fraction
contains extremely slow cells (7 of 39 cells have relaxation
times longer than 675 ms).
Plasma versus buffer
Because plasma is more physiological than buffer and
our setup allows us to use plasma, plasma was chosen as
suspending medium. However, buffer solutions are usu-
ally used in shape recovery studies (Linderkamp and
Meiselman, 1982; Sutera et al., 1985). Therefore we also
did an experiment in buffer with the same donor to inves-
co
bottom top total bottom/toP
FIGURE 6 The present data and the results of Linderkamp and
Meiselman (1982, micropipette) and Sutera et al. (1985, rheoscope), and
the bending relaxation study of Evans et al. (1984, micropipette). (A)
Absolute values of the relaxation times of the various fractions. The tv2 in
buffer compares with the other data, and the tv2 in plasma is strongly
increased when compared with buffer. The present data are the weighted
mean of the relaxation times (t' 2) of density-separated fractions in plasma
and of cells in buffer. (Bottom fraction: n = 39, mean cell volume (MCV)
= 87 fl; top fraction: n = 34, MCV = 100 fl; the total population: n = 34,
MCV = 91 fl; total population in buffer: n = 22.) The error bars represent
the standard deviations. (B) Relative differences between the density-
separated fractions: the ratio of the relaxation times of the bottom fraction
and the top fraction. Our technique shows larger relative differences in t 12
between old and young cells when compared with the other techniques.
tigate whether or not there is a difference in the shape
recovery between plasma and buffer as suspending medium.
We found that in such buffer experiments, the presence of
relatively large areas of glass near the cells in combination
with the absence of plasma proteins caused experimental
problems. (1) The cells attached to the bottom glass cover-
slip, (2) echinocytes were formed, and (3) more vibration
and higher sedimentation rates were found in the buffer
because of the lower medium viscosity. To prevent the
problem of vibration and higher sedimentation rates, a small
amount of a high molecular weight polymer (polyvinylpyr-
rolidone) was added, which increased the medium viscosity
to 2 mPas (plasma was 1.5 mPas). To prevent the attach-
ment of cells to the bottom glass coverslip and the formation
of echinocytes as much as possible, 1 g/l bovine serum
albumin and 10% native plasma were added to the phos-
phate-buffered saline solution. The results of the relaxation
times in plasma compared with buffer (both for the total
population) are also depicted in Fig. 6. The t/2 is strongly
decreased in buffer with the plasma-to-buffer ratio of 2.4. In
buffer we did see some echinocytes (5-10%), and part of the
remaining population looked somewhat crenated as well.
Because echinocytes and crenated cells were excluded
from the measurements, cell selection of the less fragile
(younger?) fraction of cells occurs. However, this selection
can only partly explain the differences between plasma and
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FIGURE 7 Frequency distributions of the th of the cells in the bottom and
top fractions and of the total population in plasma. Interval width is 75 ms. The
bottom fraction contains a large number of cells with extremely high t½.
buffer because the relaxation times in buffer are even
shorter than those of the young fraction of cells in plasma.
DISCUSSION
The method we presented has proven to be useful to study
relaxation times of red blood cells. Our more complex type of
shape recovery, in which a deformation similar to the defor-
mation found in small capillaries is used and in which all
relevant cell properties play a role in determining the relaxation
time, may be a good model for shape changes in vivo. There-
fore, we think that the technique, especially when automated,
may be useful for physiologically relevant studies.
All relaxation times as measured using optical trapping are
of the same order of magnitude as compared to other tech-
niques (Linderkamp and Meiselman, 1982; Sutera et al., 1985;
Evans et al., 1984). However, as could be expected, our results
in isotonic buffer compare best with the other shape-recovery
studies, which were also performed in buffer.
Shape-recovery mechanism
When we regard our type of deformation and shape recov-
ery and compare it with the type of deformation in the
micropipette technique, we think that elastic and viscous
components both play a role in our type of shape recovery.
In the micropipette technique, the time constants for shear
elastic shape recovery (Ts) and for unfolding (Tb) have been
formulated by Evans (1989):
TIm +T1f 1m
As ( +Tb(A)/B (2)
where %m is the membrane viscosity, qf is the effective
viscosity due to the viscous dissipation of the internal and
external fluid phases, and v represents the viscous dissipa-
tion in bending of the membrane. ACm is the curvature of
the fold, and S is the characteristic dimension of the cell.
The elastic components are represented by , and B, which
are the shear modulus and bending modulus, respectively.
Our shape recovery is probably a combination of shear
elastic shape recovery and unfolding. Therefore we assume
in a first approximation that the time constant of our shape
recovery can be described by a combination of T. and Tb.
This assumption is confirmed by our results because the
relaxation times in our system are longer when compared
with the micropipette (Linderkamp and Meiselman et al.,
1982) and rheoscope (Sutera et al., 1985) elastic shape-
recovery studies, but shorter when compared with the un-
folding relaxation time (Evans et al., 1984).
Cell aging
During aging, both the membrane shear elasticity and the
membrane viscosity increase by 20% and 80%, respectively
(Linderkamp and Meiselman, 1982). Furthermore, the in-
ternal viscosity can increase up to 400% (Williams and
Morris, 1980). The increase in internal viscosity is mainly
caused by volume loss and to a lesser extent by glycosyla-
tion of hemoglobin (Sutera et al., 1985). Membrane viscos-
ity increases due to glycosylation of membrane proteins and
binding of hemoglobin to the cytoskeleton (Nash and
Meiselman, 1983). Therefore the main change in the me-
chanical properties of old cells compared with young cells is
an increase in- 7qf and %1m This increase in q1f and Tlm
explains why old cells have longer relaxation times than
young cells do (see Eq. 2).
The sensitivity to age-related differences seems to be
higher in our technique than in the micropipette technique
(Fig. 6 B). We find larger differences in relaxation times
between old and young cells than those found by
Linderkamp and Meiselman (1982). This is understandable
because in our shape recovery, apart from the shear elastic
recovery (Ts), unfolding shape recovery (Tb) also plays a
role, whereas in the experiments by Linderkamp and
Meiselman (1982) only T. determines the shape recovery.
The involvement of Tb in the shape recovery dramatically
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increases the sensitivity to the internal viscosity ('rf, see Eq.
2). This dependence on internal viscosity may explain the
presence of the subpopulation of cells in the bottom fraction
with extremely long relaxation times (Fig. 7). This subpopu-
lation probably correlates with the extremely high viscosi-
ties in the densest cells (Williams and Morris, 1980). How-
ever, although we found no evidence for it, the large range
of relaxation times in the bottom fraction may be caused
partly by a larger effect of heat-mediated damage to the
densest cells.
Plasma versus buffer
Our findings in buffer compared with plasma are remark-
able: a strongly increased relaxation time in plasma when
compared with buffer. We do not expect that volume
changes have occurred because the buffer used was isotonic.
Furthermore, this difference cannot be caused by the dif-
ferent medium viscosity because then we would have ex-
pected a longer relaxation time in buffer because of the
higher medium viscosity compared with plasma. Therefore,
changes in membrane properties are likely to be responsible
for the effect: an increased membrane bending (B) or shear
elasticity (,) or a decreased membrane viscosity (71m) in
buffer. The absence of plasma proteins and/or the different
ion composition in buffer apparently lead to a change in the
membrane mechanical properties. The fact that some echi-
nocytes were present and that some of the other cells looked
somewhat crenated supports this assumption. Even though
these crenated cells were not used in the analysis, the
remaining part of the "normal" cells may have had (al-
though not visible) changed membrane properties as well.
Changes in membrane properties must have an origin in
molecular changes in the cytoskeleton, in the bilayer, or in
the association between the cytoskeleton and the bilayer.
The cytoskeleton is the principle source of the shear elas-
ticity as it is the only in-plane solid element in the mem-
brane (Steck, 1989). The ion composition is known to affect
the elasticity of the skeleton (Svoboda et al., 1992). The
different ion composition in buffer may also change the
internal ion composition and therefore the skeleton, e.g., via
the Na+K+ pump and ATP depletion (Palek and Liu, 1979).
In contrast to shear elasticity, the bending elasticity is
mainly determined by the bilayer (Steck, 1989; Svoboda
et al., 1992). The bilayer coupling effect probably changes
bending elasticity as it is also responsible for the echinocyte
formation and crenation (Steck, 1989). An increase in the
shear elastic modulus or bending elastic modulus both result
in a decreased relaxation time (see Eq. 2).
Another possible explanation lies in the absence of
plasma proteins. Plasma proteins can adhere to the outer
membrane surface, which may affect the membrane viscos-
ity or change the electrostatic equilibrium in the vicinity of
the cell membrane.
At this point it cannot be said which mechanisms are
responsible for the difference between plasma and buffer.
Additional research needs to be carried out in the near future
in order to find the cause of this effect, by systematically
changing the composition of the medium surrounding the
cells.
CONCLUSIONS
Multiple optical trapping of red blood cells, as presented
here, is found to be a potentially powerful new technique to
study shape recovery of red blood cells. From a physiolog-
ical point of view, our technique has the advantage that the
measurements can easily be done in plasma, and the induced
deformation is comparable to the type of deformation ob-
served in capillaries. From a methodological point of view,
optical trapping has the advantage of being able to measure
large numbers of individual cells in a relatively short period
of time. In the near future, the total measurement time will
be reduced even more by increased automatization of the
image analysis procedure.
By itself, the measured relaxation time does not provide
direct quantitative information about individual mechanical
cell properties. To obtain these cell properties, a rheological
model describing the shape recovery is essential. Applica-
tion of the models for elastic shape recovery and unfolding
developed by Evans (1989) proved to be useful as a first
step in modeling the complex shape recovery in our system.
In the future, more adequate modeling will be carried out in
order to quantitatively interpret the results in terms of cel-
lular properties.
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